
In-class problems, Mon Mar 12, 2018

potential energy and conservative forces

1. Which of the following has nonzero net work done
on the object?

(a) A book is pushed across a table at constant
speed
(b) A car goes around a corner at a constant 30
mph
(c) An acorn is falling from a tree and hasn’t hit
the ground yet.

2. A ball is thrown upwards. While it’s falling down,
what is the SIGN of the work done on the ball by
gravity over a short time interval?

3. Do you agree or disagree with the following state-
ments?

(a) For a conservative force, the magnitude of the
force is related to potential energy. The larger the
potential energy, the larger the magnitude of the
force.

(b) For a conservative force, the magnitude of the
force is related to potential energy. For any equipo-
tential contour line, the magnitude of the force must
be the same at every point along that contour.

4. Consider the contour plot below. The largest (most
positive) value of u is the central contour. The value
of u decreases outwards.

(a) At point 1, draw the vector for ~

F .
(b) At point 1, draw the direction for ru.

5. Consider the following vector fields ~v. Which have
r⇥ ~v = 0?

(a) ~v = v

0

e

�x

î

(b) ~v = �yî+ xĵ

(c) ~v = �xĵ

(d)

6. Consider the contour plot below. Point 1 is on the
u = 0 contour. Can we conclude that ~

F (~r
1

) = 0?

7. Find the gradients of the following functions

(a) f(x, y, z) = x

2 + y

3 + z

4

(b) f(x, y, z) = x

2

y

3

z

4

(c) f(x, y, z) = e

x sin(y) ln(z)

8. Which one of these is a conservative force?

(a) ~

F = k[xyx̂+ 2yzŷ + 3xzẑ]
(b) ~

F = k[y2x̂+ (2xy + z

2)ŷ + 2yzẑ]

For the conservative one, find U(~r).

1-6 from Pollack, UCBoulder. 7, 8 are adapted from Gri�ths 3rd

ed, 1.11 2.20



Due, Wed Mar 14, 2018

4.6 Energy for linear 1D systems

1. (a) Read the section on graphs of potential energy.
Sketch fig 4.10.
(b) Identify points where the force is zero. How can
you tell?
(c) Identify the points of equilibrium. What’s
the criteria (graphically) for being an equilibrium
point?

2. You’re given a function U(x).

(a) How can you identify its points of equilibrium?
That is, what’s the criteria for determining the
equilibrium points.
(c) For each equilibrium point, how can you deter-
mine if it’s stable or unstable?

3. You’re given a graph of U(x). It has a few points
of equilibrium. How can you tell if these points are
stable or unstable?


